HSC AREA OF STUDY- THE JOURNEY
Ideen for Related Texts
Texts on the HSC list are marked with an *.

Novels:
A Midsummer Nights Dream-Shakespeare
After January-N.Earls
Canterbury Tales-G.Chaucer
Desert dawn-W.Dirie
Dove-R. Graham
Endurance-A.Lansing
First Lady-K.Cottee
Flying ace-A.Bull
Forest-S. Hartnett
Go and come back-J.Abelor
Great Escapes-D.Howarth
Hatchet-Gary Paulsen
Heart of Darkness- Joseph Conrad
I am the cheese-R.Cormier
Journey to a dream-T.Fowler
Journeys to justice-P.Hunt
Jurassic Park-M. Crighton
Lord of the Rings-J.R.R. Tolkien
The Lovely bones- Alice Sebold
Never tell me never-J.Shepherd
Parvana's journey-D.Ellis
Playing with Fire-H. Mankell
Power of One-Bryce Courtenay
Reconciliation-M.Grattan
Returning to nothing-P.Read
Run-F.Dhondy
Shackleton-G.Mortimer
Tales of a female nomad-R. Gelman
The broken lands-R.Eldrich
The colour difference-S. Armstrong
The Hobbit-Tolkien
The ivory trail-V.Kelleher
The Journey-I. Fink
The last girls-L.Smith
The long way home-K.Shayler
The Odyssey-R.Homer
The ropemaker-P.Dickinson
The simple gift-S.Herrick
The witch trade-M.Molloy
The Wizard Of Oz-
Tracks-R.Davidson
Voyage with Jason-K.Catran
Zenna dare-R.Hawke

Short Fiction/ Picture Books:
A nice walk in the jungle- Nan Bodsworth
Alexander’s outing- Pamela Allen
Are we there yet- Alison Lester
Arrival- Shaun Tan
Going home- Margaret Wild
Greetings from Sandy Beach- Bob Graham
Hist!- C.J. Dennis
Little humpty- Margaret Wild
My Gumpy’s outing- John Burningham
Oh, the places you’ll go!- Dr Seuss
Possum Magic- Mem Fox
Rainbow fish- Marcus Pfister
The red tree- Shaun Tan
Rosie's walk- Pat Hutchins
Sail away- Mem Fox
The owl and the pussycat- Edward Lear
Way home- Libby Hathorn
We’re going on a bear hunt- Michael Rosen
Where the wild things are- Maurice Sendak

Non-Fiction:
It’s not about the bike- Lance Armstrong
*Lionheart- Jesse Martin
Lucky man-Michael Fox
The art of travel-A.De Botton
The Diary of Anne Frank-A. Frank
The full Montezuma: around Central America and the Caribbean with the girl next door- Peter Moore

Poetry:
Immigrant Chronicle
The man from Snowy River by A.B. Banjo Paterson
The Road not taken (and others)- Robert Frost
Ancient Mariner- Coleridge
Journey of the Magi- T.S. Eliot
Love song of J. Alfred Prufrock- T.S. Eliot
The journey- Mary Oliver
XX, To what shore would you cross- Kabir (from songs of Kabir II)
Crossing the bar- Tennyson
The road goes ever on- Tolkien from Lord of the rings chapter one
Foot prints in the sand- Mary Stevenson
Journey to the interior- Margaret Atwood

Drama:
A Midsummer Night's Dream- Shakespeare

Films:
*Rabbit Proof fence
20000 leagues under the sea
2001 A Space Odyssey
Alice in Wonderland
Almost Famous
Apocalypse Now (Based on the novel Heart of Darkness)
Apollo 13
Before Sunrise
Being John Malkovich
Castaway
Contact
Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon
Dances with Wolves
Drop dead Fred
Finding Nemo
Finding Neverland
Wizard of Oz
Ice Age
Journey to the Centre of the Earth
Labyrinth
The Lion King
O Brother Where Art Thou
Pan's Labyrinth
Peter Pan
Power of one
Priscilla: Queen of the Desert
Road to Perdition
Roman Holiday
Shackleton
Shrek
Stand By Me
The English Patient
The Hobbit
The Incredible Journey
The Lord of the Rings
The Pianist
Thelma and Louise
White Squall
Yolngu Boy

Music:
A hard rain's a gonna fall-Bob Dylan
Born to run-Bruce Springsteen
Homeward bound-Simon and Garfunkel.
Horse with no name-America
Hotel California-Eagles
I'm gonna be (500 miles)- The Proclaimers
Journeyman-Eric Clapton
Running on Empty-J. Browne
She's Leaving Home-The Beatles
Somewhere over the rainbow- (from Wizard of Oz)
Space Oddity-D. Bowie
Summerland- Everclear
Sweet Home Alabama-Lynard Skynard
Telegraph Road-Dire Straits
Wide Open Spaces-Dixie Chicks

Pictures/ Artworks:
Photo: An eastern European family immigrating to Australia in the 1950s
From Making Multicultural Australia Website
Or go to: A timeline history of multicultural Australia- White Australia- Screen 3 of 8, mass migration

Cartoon: Let it go…- Michael Leunig in Introspective, p49 (or do a google image search on “Let it go Leunig”)

Websites:
Jesse Martin- Australian Adventurer http://www.jessemartin.net/
Australian Young Adventurers http://www.australianyoungadventurers.com/